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Abstract. As transmedia franchises increasingly populate our cultural
environment, many questions arise about the effect of the different media
involved in the depiction of storyworlds. Through the analysis of different
examples, with special emphasis on the particular case of The Walking
Dead, and drawing primarily from Henry Jenkins’s concept of “transmedia
STORYTELLINGv AND *ENS 3CHRÙTERS CONCEPT OF INTERMEDIALITY  THIS PAPER
aims to show how different media aesthetics contribute to the process of
storytelling and enrich the experience of the consumer. Usually overlooked
in other analyses, we argue that these formal and aesthetical characteristics,
such as the interactive nature of video games, call for a broader approach
that transcends the accustomed search of common narrative aspects. This
WILL BE EXEMPLIlED BY A CLOSER COMPARATIVE LOOK AT THE ADVENTURE GAME
The Walking Dead: The Game (Telltale Games, 2012) and The Walking
Dead: Survival Instinct (Terminal Reality, 2013). The transformations that
the different media demand contribute not only to the narrative, but also
provide different tools for the construction of storyworlds and different
ways to engage with it.
Keywords: computer games, intermediality, transmedia storytelling,
storyworlds, The Walking Dead.

In the course of digital media change, contemporary media franchises are
increasingly becoming transmedial phenomena, exceeding the limits of their own
media dispositifs. Films, television series, comic books or video games migrate to
other media platforms and enrich their narratives through transmedial extensions
(cf. Jenkins 2006; Evans 2011; Mittel 2012; Smith 2009; Askwith 2007; Dena 2009).
From a media-economical perspective, this development can simply be seen
as a franchise strategy within multi-media value-added chains (cf. Brookey 2010;
Hardy 2011; Johnson 2013). However, a media-aesthetic approach shows that the
efforts to create a “harmonic” digital media convergence (Jenkins 2006) remain
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questionable. In this paper, we will argue that many transmediality theories –
most notably Jenkins’s widely discussed convergence culture approach – have an
“intermedial blind spot” because they reduce transmedia storytelling to a search
for narrative fragments spread across different media platforms. Still, such a
strategy would ultimately reduce transmedial extensions to their narrative aspects.
5SING *ENS 3CHRÙTERS THEORY OF INTERMEDIALITY AND HIS CONCEPT OF formal or
transmedial intermediality3CHRÙTER WEWILLDEMONSTRATETHATANANALYSIS
of transmedia storytelling techniques requires an intermedial perspective, which
emphasizes different media aesthetics (i.e. the interactive nature of video games).
After some (more general) remarks about contemporary adaptation strategies
and convergence culture, we will illustrate this approach by taking a closer look
at one of the most successful contemporary transmedia franchises, The Walking
Dead, especially concerning two recent video game adaptations: an adventure
game (The Walking Dead 4ELLTALE  ANDAlRST PERSONSHOOTERThe Walking
Dead: Survival Instinct, Activision, 2013). Our analysis will show the complex
intermedial connections and transformations between the different transmedial
extensions, which contribute not only to a larger transmedia narrative but also
to the construction of a compelling storyworld expanding across media. In this
regard, we also present an explanation on why the Walking Dead adventure game
HASRECEIVEDSOMUCHCRITICALPRAISE WHEREASTHElRST PERSONSHOOTERISWIDELY
regarded as a generic (i.e. failed) adaptation.

Haunted House Rides and M56 – The Videogame
A frequently cited example of media convergence between video games and
lLMS IS THE MOVIE Doom (Andrzej Bartkowiak, 2005), an adaptation of Doom
3 (id Software, 2004), the sequel of the video game classic Doom (id Software)
FROMWHICHMARKSAMILESTONEINTHEEVOLUTIONOFTHElRST PERSONSHOOTER
genre. From an aesthetic perspective, the most interesting part of DoomISAlVE
MINUTESEQUENCESHOTOCCURRINGNEARTHEENDOFTHElLMWHICHUSESASUBJECTIVE
camera, whereas all previous scenes are realized with “classical” framing and
montage techniques.1 The subjective camera shows the view of the protagonist,
SPACEMARINE*OHN'RIMM WHOISlGHTINGHORDESOFDEMONSANDZOMBIESONHIS
1

We use the term “classical” at this point and in the following basically in the sense of a
Classical Hollywood Cinema (Bordwell, Staiger and Thompson 1985). Although (short) point
of view shots are part of this visual repertoire, early experiments like Lady in the Lake (Robert
Montgomery, 1947) or Dark Passage (Delmer Daves, 1947) failed to establish (longer) subjective
camera sequences as a classical technique.
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WAYTHROUGHTHECORRIDORSOFASPACESTATION!TlRSTGLANCE THISSEQUENCESEEMS
quite “faithful” to the visual style of its (gamic) source material: the protagonist’s
weapon is positioned in the lower third of the picture (yet the head-up display
elements of the game are missing) [Figs. 1–2].
However, at second glance, the use of subjective camera turns out to have much
MORE IN COMMON WITH STYLISTIC DEVICES OF THE lLMIC  HORROR GENRE CF .EALE
1984; Clover 1994) – or rather with cheap scares caused by objects (like genretypical demons and zombies) rapidly moving towards the camera. However,
this mainly affective style2OFTHESUBJECTIVECAMERABECOMESQUITEARTIlCIALINA
LONGERSEQUENCE)NOTHERWORDS4HElRST PERSONSEQUENCEIN Doom might work
as an homage to Doom 3ORRATHERTOTHElRST PERSONSHOOTERGENREINGENERAL 
BUT ULTIMATELY THISlVE MINUTESHOTSEQUENCEISMOREREMINISCENTOFAHAUNTED
HOUSERIDEATTHEFAIRTHANAlRST PERSONSHOOTEREXPERIENCE
But what is the reason for this problematic status of the subjective camera in
Doom4HEENORMOUSSUCCESSOFTHElRST PERSONPERSPECTIVEINVIDEOGAMESIS
QUITE EASY TO EXPLAIN THE lRST PERSON VIEW IS THE IDEAL FORM OF REPRESENTATION
for shooting-gameplay mechanics – and, in this respect, it seems only logical (or
EVENhNATURALv THATINMOSTlRST PERSONSHOOTERSTHEMOVEMENTOFTHEWEAPON
is usually (but rather “unnaturally”) tied to the view of the avatar. Rune Klevjer
SPEAKS APTLY OF A hCAMERA GUNv +LEVJER   )N lLM  THIS GAME MECHANICAL
reason is missing, so the subjective camera, which can function as a reference to
VIDEOGAMES DOESNOTCREATEASORTOFlLMICVIDEOGAMEAESTHETICS)NMOSTCASES 
THEUSEOFTHESUBJECTIVECAMERASIMPLYMEANSAREDUCTIONOFTHElLMSSTYLISTIC
devices, especially montage-techniques. Therefore, it is usually3 only used as a
short spectacular interplay (cf. Moreno 1953; Metz 1973; Mitry 1998).
DoomTHEGAME ISALSOQUITEOFTENCITEDASANEXAMPLEOFTHEINmUENCEOFlLMS
ON VIDEO GAME CULTURE  AND VICE VERSA 4HE GAME IS DESCRIBED AS AN UNOFlCIAL 
2

3

Using the example of Strange Days (Kathryn Bigelow, 1995), Steven Shaviro argues that the
subjective camera is “all speed, violence, and nervous tension” (Shaviro 2001, 61). “The
subjective camera doesn’t just look at a scene. It moves actively through space. It gets jostled,
stops and starts, it pans and tilts, it lurches forward and back. It follows the rhythms of the
whole body, not just that of the eyes. This is a presubjective, affective and not cognitive, regime
of vision” (Shaviro 2001, 62).
There are very few examples to prove the opposite – i.e. 4HE$IVING"ELLANDTHE"UTTERmY(Le
scaphandre et le papillon, Julian Schnabel, 2007), a movie which starts with an impressive
 MINUTE lRST PERSON SEQUENCE "UT BECAUSE OF ITS RATHER SPECIAL PROTAGONIST n A COMPLETELY
PARALYSEDMANWHOSUFFERSFROMTHESOCALLEDLOCKED INSYNDROMEnTHElLMSTAYSAPECULIARITY
Further exceptions are “video diaries” like Blair Witch Project (Daniel Myrick and Eduardo
Sánchez, 1999) or #LOVERlELD -ATT 2EEVES    BUT THESE lLMS ALSO FEATURE QUITE UNUSUAL
scenarios.
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ADAPTATION OF *AMES #AMERONS SCI l CLASSIC Aliens (1986), or rather as a strange
hybrid of Aliens and The Evil Dead II (Sam Raimi, 1987) – as David Kushner
explains in his production notes Masters of Doom: “Everyone at id was a huge fan
OFTHISSCI lMOVIE4HEYTHOUGHTITWOULDMAKEAGREATGAME!FTERSOMERESEARCH 
Jay [Wilbour] found that the rights were available. He thought they could get a deal.
But then they decided against it. […] Here was this amazing new technology, so
why not have a game about demons versus technology, Carmack said, where the
player is using high-tech weapons to defeat beasts from hell? […] They all agreed
that was what the game could be like: a cross between Evil Dead and Aliens, horror
and hell, blood and science” (Kushner 2004, 122–123) [Figs. 3–4].
On closer inspection, even the “hybrid theory” seems to be too broad. As Matteo
Bittanti (2008) argues, John Carmack and John Romero, the famous co-founders of
id Software, were not really interested in a typical adaptation of AliensTHElLMS
story, setting, etc.; cf. Stam 2005), but were rather fascinated by certain audiovisual
details, especially Cameron’s dramatic staging of weapons: “John Carmack and
John Romero’s re-writing of Aliens is not faithful to its source, as Cameron’s movie
CENTRESONAFEMALECHARACTERlGHTINGAGAINSTHORDESOFPHALLIC SHAPEDMONSTERS
Rather, they adapted the M56 smart gun itself” (our emphasis, Bittanti 2008).

Convergence Culture?
!T lRST GLANCE  CONTEMPORARY VIDEO GAME AND lLM CULTURES SEEM TO BE CLOSELY
INTERTWINED 'AME DEVELOPERS PROMOTE THEIR WORKS AS hlLMIC GAMESv .UTT
2008) or “cinematic experience” (Davis 2010), certain sequences are described as
“cinematic set pieces” (Graft 2009) or “blockbuster moments” (Graft 2009). The
numerous links between these two media systems are also currently highlighted
BY OVER A HUNDRED lLMS BASED ON VIDEO GAMES 4 as well as countless game
adaptations of blockbuster movies.
But, at second glance, such a “harmonic” media convergence between video
GAMESANDlLMSCF*ENKINS n SEEMSQUESTIONABLE/NTHEONEHAND 
INlLMSTUDIES THETERM hVIDEOGAMEAESTHETICvISQUITEOFTENUSEDTODESCRIBE
typical Hollywood summer blockbusters with spectacular effects and generic
stories. On the other hand, game studies scholars normally praise a “cinematic
experience” of a video game – and then also criticize its generic story (as well as
its simplistic gameplay).
4

Cf. List of Films Based on Video Games: HTTPENWIKIPEDIAORGWIKI,IST?OF?lLMS?BASED?ON?
video_games. Last accessed 18. 02. 2015.
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Video game adaptations of (blockbuster) movies especially enjoy a rather
dubious reputation because they are often quickly-produced tie-in games.5 The
DEVELOPERSAREUNDERPRESSURETOlNISHTHEGAMEINTIMEFORTHElLMSRELEASE 
and therefore these games are usually not very faithful adaptations, but rather
mediocre genre clones which only use the movie plot (or certain story fragments,
characters and locations) as a narrative background.6 In this way, the convergence
BETWEENVIDEOGAMEANDlLMCULTURESPRESENTSITSELFMOREASACLOSECONNECTION
BETWEEN GAME AND lLM industries, a franchise strategy in multi-media valueadded chains (cf. Brookey 2010).
So, what does this mean for an intermedia comparison? Without question,
VIDEO GAMES HAVE HAD A HUGE INmUENCE ON lLMS  AND VICE VERSA CF +ING AND
Krzywinska 2002; Bittanti 2001). But a term like “video game aesthetics”
seems to be highly problematic because it remains extremely vague. Alexander
Galloway (2006) argues that most approaches that deal with cinematic games or
gamic cinema are far too diffuse. There is no typical cinematic video game and
AVIDEOGAMEDOESNOTBECOMEACINEMATICEXPERIENCEBYINTEGRATINGlLMICBUT
non-interactive!) cutscenes, e.g. the Wing Commander series (Origin Systems,
1990–1996) (cf. Hancock 2002; Klevjer 2002; Lunenfeld 2004). In the same way, a
lLMDOESNOTBECOMEAGAMICEXPERIENCEBYTAKINGPLACEINAVIDEOGAMEWORLD
(e.g. Rich Moore’s Wreck-It Ralph, 2012).7
/FCOURSE ONECANlNDSIMILARAUDIOVISUALSTYLESINlLMSANDVIDEOGAMESAS
Galloway (2006) demonstrates in his revealing comparison between the subjective
CAMERAANDTHElRST PERSONSHOOTER PERSPECTIVE!GAINSTTHISBACKGROUND THE
subjective camera in Doom must be seen as part of a long and complex history of
intermedial interactions between photography, cinema, television and gaming. In
other words: although the subjective camera canFUNCTIONASAREFERENCETOlRST
person video games, its aesthetic qualities are usually much more complex – or
much more problematic.

5

6

7

This “tie-in reputation” seems to apply all the more for superhero game franchises, e.g. the
hINFAMOUSv -ARVEL 3EGA COLLABORATION WHICH RESULTED IN mAWED GAMES LIKE Iron Man (Secret
Level, 2008), Thor: God of Thunder (Liquid Entertainment, 2011), and Captain America: Super
Soldier (Next Level Games, 2011).
There is a beat-’em-up (The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers [Stormfront Studios, 2002]), a
real-time strategy (The Lord of the Rings: The Battle for Middle-Earth [Electronic Arts, 2004])
and an online-RPG (The Lord of The Rings Online [Turbine, 2007]) version of the Lord of the
Rings movies (Peter Jackson, 2001–2003).
Matteo Bittanti speaks aptly of gamexploitation: “The logic behind the adaptation strategy is
PURELYECONOMIC)NMOSTCASES THESElLMSSIMPLYTRYTODRAWAPRE EXISTINGFANBASETOTHE
cinema rather than expanding the cinematic discourse on video games” (Bittanti 2001, 208).
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4O ARGUE WITH *ENS 3CHRÙTERS THEORY OF INTERMEDIALITY A COMPARISON BETWEEN
A VIDEO GAME AND A lLM TELEVISION SERIES  COMIC  ETC  SHOULD NOT n OR AT LEAST
not predominantly – focus on narrative props, like certain characters, locations,
or items. The essential category is rather a formal or transmedial intermediality,
BYWHICH3CHRÙTERMEANShACONCEPTBASEDONFORMALSTRUCTURESNOT@SPECIlCTO
ONE MEDIUM BUT FOUND IN DIFFERENT MEDIAv 3CHRÙTER     LIKE FOR EXAMPLE
lCTIONALITY  RHYTHMICITY  IMMERSIVENESS  OR SERIALITY8 “These concepts and
principles are separated from the material basis of the media, thus, they can be seen
as relatively autonomous – and in this sense they are transmedial, although they
CANONLYACTUALIZEWITHINAMEDIASUBSTRATUMv3CHRÙTER  /R AS*OACHIM
0AECHPUTSIThTHEREISNOINTERMEDIALITYBETWEENLITERATUREANDlLMTHEREISONE
only between media narrating literarily or cinematically” (Paech 1997, 335).

The Walking Dead as an Example of a Transmedial
World
Considering the various and sometimes problematic intermedial connections
BETWEEN lLMS AND VIDEOGAMES IN 0AECHS SENSE  IT MIGHT SEEM RATHER
unnecessary to put even more methodological variables into the equation.
However, another concept comes to mind when those texts are considered
AShOFlCIALLYLICENSEDvFORMATSWITHINAlCTIONALNARRATIVEUNIVERSEWHICHIS
dispersed across different media channels. To make sense of the various levels
of production, distribution and reception at play, scholars like Marsha Kinder
(1994), Mary Celeste Kearny (2004) or – maybe most prominently – Henry
Jenkins (2006) focused on the term transmediality instead of intermediality.
While Kinder and Kearny offered insights from a sociological perspective and
highlighted possible media effects these phenomena might have on children
ANDADOLESCENTS (ENRY*ENKINSGAINEDSIGNIlCANTATTENTIONFROMSCHOLARSAND
business insiders) when he connected the term transmediality to the realm
of storytelling. With this emphasis on a narrative outcome, he also stressed
the aesthetic pleasures fans have when engaging in such media franchises.
)N AN UPDATED VERSION  *ENKINS   DElNES TRANSMEDIA STORYTELLING AS hA
PROCESS WHERE INTEGRAL ELEMENTS OF A lCTION GET DISPERSED SYSTEMATICALLY
ACROSS MULTIPLE DELIVERY CHANNELS FOR THE PURPOSE OF CREATING A UNIlED AND


#F 3CHRÙTER ONCE AGAIN h!LTHOUGH THESE TERMS DO NOT FUNCTION ON THE SAME LEVEL  THEY
nevertheless share a common ground in that they have already all been used in order to compare
ARTIFACTSMADEFROMDIFFERENTMEDIAONAMOREABSTRACTLEVELv3CHRÙTER  
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coordinated entertainment experience. Ideally, each medium makes its own
unique contribution to the unfolding of the story.”
4HE RECOGNITION AND INmUENCE THAT *ENKINSS IDEA RECEIVED IS UNDENIABLE 
BUT ATTEMPTS TO CONNECT IT TO ALREADY EXISTING THEORETICAL lELDS HAVE PROVEN
to be problematic. In this sense, scholars like David Bordwell or MarieLaure Ryan argue against the cogency of such a concept mainly because of its
delicate impact on the aesthetics of reception (especially concerning framing
and sequencing of a narrative across media [cf. Bordwell 2009]) and messy
LINKSTONARRATIVETHEORYEGREGARDINGCONCEPTSOFTRANSlCTIONALSTORYWORLDS
and authorship [cf. Ryan 2013a]). Quite ironically, the criticism towards the
concept of transmedia storytelling has initiated a fruitful discussion between
Jenkins and other scholars, which eventually played out across media as
well, employing blogs or recorded forum discussions on YouTube.9 In these
appearances, Jenkins highlighted not only a notion of work in progress due
to the challenges of a constantly changing media environment (Ryan 2013b)
but also emphasized a different perspective on his work (Jenkins 2009). In the
already mentioned discussion with David Bordwell, he pointed out that “good
transmedia works” were not so much concerned with constructing an ongoing
plot or an arc of suspense across different media channels, but would rather
embrace two “aesthetic impulses” (Jenkins 2009). These impulses Jenkins
called “world building and seriality” (Jenkins 2009).
)N THIS SENSE  3CHRÙTERS CONCEPT OF hTRANSMEDIA INTERMEDIALITYv AS hFORMAL
STRUCTURES NOTSPECIlCTOONEMEDIUMBUTFOUNDINDIFFERENTMEDIAv3CHRÙTER
2011) can been seen as a (quite literal) approach to the concept of seriality. This
might even offer new insights enhancing Jenkins’s model: by focusing on the
academic discourse of TV-series, one could argue with Jeffrey Sconce (2004)
that “U.S. television has devoted increased attention in the past two decades to
CRAFTINGANDMAINTAININGEVERMORECOMPLEXNARRATIVEUNIVERSES AFORMOF@WORLD
building’ that has allowed for a wholly new mode of narration and that suggests
new forms of audience engagement. Television, it might be said, has discovered
that the cultivation of its story worlds (diegesis) is as crucial an element in
its success as is storytelling. What television lacks in spectacle and narrative
constraints, it makes up for in depth and duration of character relations, diegetic
expansion, and audience investment” (Sconce 2006).
9

See, for example, both Jenkins’s and Bordwell’s weblog and the recorded and uploaded
discussion after Marie-Laure Ryan’s keynote speech on the Rethinking Intermediality Conference
this volume is based on, cf. Ryan 2013.
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The idea of world building in TV-series which create “ever more complex
narrative universes” due to their use of a vast array of narrative time (what Horace
Newcomb [2004] calls “cumulative narrative”) sounds compelling. In the context
of transmediality however, it still leaves one important question unanswered: how
can transmedia extensions contribute to narratives which already function well
in a single medium – and, respectively, build a world successfully on their own?
Even if the question of how certain media might deliver an “integral” or “unique”
contribution “to the unfolding of a story” in Jenkins’s sense (2007) remains very
broad, one might still assume that digital games offer a certain level of involvement
and agency, which is usually not expected from non-interactive media like
LITERATURE  lLM OR TELEVISION SHOWS *UDGING FROM THE SHEER QUANTITY OF LICENSED
games (so-called tie-in games), these possibilities have already been acknowledged
by the creative industries a long time ago.10 However, most of these “adaptations”
are mini game compilations (usually for mobile gaming platforms like the iPhone
or android devices) or low budget genre-clones (e.g. all twelve [!] game adaptations
of CSI are very simple point-and-click adventures) which seem to disappoint fans
on a regular basis, because these tend to expect a product of quality comparable to
that of the source material (cf. Evans 2011, 107 and Mittell 2012).
One recent, more ambitious exception is the The Walking Dead-franchise, in
which various media formats seem to encapsulate Jenkins’s idea of seriality and
world building to construct a compelling overall transmedia universe. While the
narrative framework of both the original comic books and the adapted TV-series
(which function as core texts with various transmedia extensions independently
from each other) is not really original in terms of characters or setting, it is rather
the formal aspect of seriality itself which determines its key characteristic. As
in the comics and the TV-series, the protagonist Rick Grimes encounters many
SITUATIONS THE AUDIENCE IS ALREADY FAMILIAR WITH FROM DOZENS OF lLMS FROM THE
same genre. But instead of only ripping off those genre predecessors (which
usually stop at about two hours of screen time because all the people are either
rescued or killed), The Walking Dead’s main character is forced to continue with
his ongoing struggle to survive on a long-term basis due to the logic of serial
narration. This is the reason why Rick Grimes appears to be literally a hero (or
10

A small selection of tie-in games with very uninspired names: CSI: Crime City (Ubisoft, 2010),
Dexter: The Game (Icarus Studios, 2009), House M.D.: The Game (Legacy Games, 2009), Grey’s
Anatomy: The Video Game (Ubisoft, 2009), 24: The Game (SCE Studio, 2006), Heroes: The
Mobile Game (Gameloft, 2007), The Simpsons Game (Electronic Arts, 2007), Family Guy Video
Game! (High Voltage Software, 2006), Battlestar Galactica Online (Bigpoint, 2011), Doctor Who:
The Adventure Games (Sumo Digital, 2010–2011).
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RATHER A VICTIM  OF CUMULATIVE NARRATION IN .EWCOMBS SENSE IN THE lRST 
pages of the comics, Rick does not only lose one of his limbs (his right hand, to
be more precise) but also all of his community members, his wife, his newly born
daughter and – albeit temporarily – his mind.
When The Walking Dead is considered a franchise that expands its
storyworld(s) across media, it is interesting to focus on two videogames that
take place in the original setting: the self-titled adventure game The Walking
Dead: The Game 4ELLTALE 'AMES   LICENSED FOR THE COMICS  AND THE lRST
person shooter The Walking Dead: Survival Instinct (Terminal Reality 2013,
licensed for the TV-series). Arguing from a narrative perspective, both games
function as prequels to their individual core text and present new narrative
information about the setting and some background information to already
known characters from the series and the comic. Thus, they seem to provide
A CONTRIBUTION TO THE STORYWORLD AS A WHOLE AND THEREFORE APPEAR TO lT INTO
Jenkins’s aforementioned concept of transmedia storytelling. But, strikingly, the
reception of the games could not have been more diverse: while the adventure
game was enormously praised by numerous critics and received over 90 (!)
h'AMEOFTHE9EARv AWARDS THElRST PERSON SHOOTERWASDESCRIBEDAShPAINFULLY
dull” (McInnis 2013) and as “the exact sort of lazy, cheap cash-grab that gave
LICENSEDGAMESABADNAMEINTHElRSTPLACEv-C%LROY 7HILEITISHARD
to ignore the fact that The Walking Dead: Survival Instinct indeed seems to be
a pretty bad game mainly due to its repetitive and clumsy gameplay-mechanics
[Fig. 5],11 it is worth mentioning that the adventure game on the other hand
decreased most gameplay-mechanics to a minimum. Instead, it made use of
many of the implicit features of its core text’s storyworld.
Regarding the question of how to trace these implicit features, it is useful to
take Lisbeth Klastrup’s and Susana Tosca’s model of a “transmedial world” (2004)
INTOACCOUNT!TlRSTGLANCE BOTHGAMESSEEMTOBECONSISTENTWITHTHEIRORIGINAL
CORE TEXT TAKING PLACE IN THE 53 STATE OF 'EORGIA UNDER @ZOMBIE APOCALYPTIC
circumstances, the setting (which Klastrup and Tosca call topos of a transmedial
world) and the backstory (which they call the mythos) from the comics and
TV-show can easily be recognized in the games. But while the shooter mainly
reproduces the act of killing zombies in a quite tiresome way, it completely
misses the overall emotional tones which are constituted by the character-driven
11

While some may argue that there is an interesting narrative framework in the game, the overall
experience suffers from the actual way it is played: basically, all the player has to do is to drive
around until they run out of gas, make a stop to collect some fuel and other goods and to kill
some zombies on the way – only to repeat the whole process over and over again.
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serialized original. Opposed to this, the adventure game stays rather faithful to a
certain “spirit,” “emotional core” (Caldwell 2003, 138) or, as Klastrup and Tosca
put it, the ethosOFTHEORIGINAL WHICHTHEYDElNEAShEXPLICITANDIMPLICITETHICS
of the world and (moral) codex of behaviour, which characters in the world are
supposed to follow” (Klastrup and Tosca 2004). In contradistinction to the shooter,
the adventure game mainly focuses on the slow development of characters in a
RATHERSOPHISTICATEDDRAMATICSTORYARC LASTINGlVESUCCESSIVEEPISODES WHICH
were released within the time period of almost a year. In these installments, the
player takes over the role of a former history teacher (and convicted murderer)
WHO STUMBLES UPON A LITTLE GIRL DURING THE lRST HOURS OF THE APOCALYPSE 4HE
girl, who is looking for her parents, quickly becomes the protégé of the player.
7HILE LOOKING FOR A SAFE PLACE  THE PLAYER ASSUMES THE ROLE OF A FATHER lGURE 
WITHNUMEROUSOPPORTUNITIESTOCARESELmESSLYFORTHEGIRLANDPREPAREHERFORTHE
dangers of the savage world outside [Fig. 6] – until he ultimately ends up bitten
by a zombie in the second to last episode of the game, facing certain death and
having to release the girl from his protection.
While this coming-of-age/father-and-daughter story with a zombie-twist is a
rather unusual one for a commercially successful videogame, its melodramatic
tone is even enhanced by its gameplay. By confronting the player with certain key
situations in which he has to decide on a narrative outcome, the game creates an
individual story experience and the illusion of choice. While basic plot points of
the game’s narrative are predetermined and therefore unchangeable by the player,
his virtual in-game-companions constantly keep record of his actions, change
their attitude towards him and will remind and sometimes even punish him for
his behavior. In this regard, the game creates the impression that the player’s
actions have an impact on the mind-set of the other non-playable characters.
Judging from critical and user reactions towards the game,12 this aspect is most
successfully exploited by the character of the player’s protégé, the little girl
Clementine. She acts like a moral compass, questioning the player’s decisions
throughout the whole game from the perspective of an eight-year-old and showing
either signs of affection or disappointment.
By combining a rather mature story with an unhappy ending and the possibility
to add some personalized shades to the narrative, The Walking Dead’s adventure
12

Regarding the emotional involvement of the game, the micro-blogging platform Tumblr was
used as a kind of reservoir for short player impressions of the game. Particularly interesting
in context of player-reactions is the so-called Confessions-Tumblr, to which players of the
game were invited to contribute: cf. http://thewalkingdeadgameconfessions.tumblr.com/. Last
accessed 18. 02. 2015.
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game stands out as a quite unconventional (and successful) licensed digital game.
4HE lRST PERSON SHOOTER ON THE OTHER HAND MAY BE REGARDED AS AN UNINSPIRED
generic example in the realm of tie-in-merchandise. However, when the two
games are tackled as case studies for a set of inter- and transmedial theories,
WECANCLEARLYRECOGNIZETHEhTRANSMEDIALBLINDSPOTvOF*ENKINSSlRSTDRAFTIN
his “transmedia storytelling”-concept. This is most apparent in regard to his
former focus on narrative information. This short analysis showed that formal
structures – in this case seriality and innovative gameplay mechanics – need to
BE TAKEN INTO THEORETICAL ACCOUNT AS WELL CF 3CHRÙTERS THEORY OF hTRANSMEDIAL
intermediality”). They seem to be, after all, the reason why an expansion of a
transmedial world may be regarded as accepted or rejected by its audience. In the
case of the two games, the implicit qualities of the story world, which Klastrup
and Tosca called the ethos of the transmedial world, are not only kept intact in
the adventure game, but are even exceeded in terms of emotional involvement.
Opposed to the shooter, which remains basically a stimulus-response-test with
zombies, the adventure game not only stays faithful to the original source, but,
moreover, builds a compelling part of a greater transmedial world.
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